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Hall of Famer Rainer Martens has been playing softball for over 45 years. He currently coaches and plays for the Florida
Legends—winners of over 80 national championships in the last 20 years. Although many books focus on fastpitch
softball, this is the first comprehensive guide for slowpitch softball played by more than 13 million in the U.S. Includes
over 200 photos and a 45-minute DVD that presents demonstrations of offensive and defensive techniques and tactics.
Original.
The first-ever comprehensive guide to exercise after life-changing weight-loss surgery Bariatric surgery is a highly
effective way to take control of your weight. But it’s only one part of the solution. The helpful advice and proven fitness
program in this book provide the tools you need to make sure your bariatric surgery produces sustained weight loss.
Packed with easy-to-follow instructions and step-by-step photos, Bariatric Fitness for Your New Life informs, educates
and outlines functional exercise programs. No matter your current level of fitness, you can dive into these safe weightloss workouts that include: • Stretching Moves • Cardio Exercises • Yoga Poses • Strength Training • Myofascial
Release • Balance Work
A leading textbook in the internal medicine field for more than 25 years, this publication is based on a continually updated
electronic database, where new and updated information is fully integrated monthly, and the entire database published
annually in print. Each annual edition contains up to as much as 40% new and updated information, published in 2
volumes with four-color illustrations throughout. The text covers all of internal medicine, plus bio-terrorism and medical
emergencies, dermatology, office gynecology, neurology, and psychiatry. More than 200 expert sub-specialists with
extensive clinical experience provide clear, actionable diagnosis and treatment recommendations. Key recommendations
are readily accessible in the 778 tables on drug regimens, differential diagnoses, common presenting symptoms, and risk
factors. References to current best evidence support the recommendations and lead the reader to scientifically sound
research.
Begin a Work-at-Home Career with the Training and Education You Need! Train at Home to Work at Home This unique
guide provides comprehensive resources on more than 200 distance-learning programs that can teach you 27 of the
most popular and profitable work-at-home careers. Distance-learning programs have exploded in the last few
years--courses are now available online, via e-mail, via teleclass, through the mail, on audiotape, on videotape, and even
on CD-ROM. You can learn: graphic design at UCLA professional writing at Washington State University life coaching at
CoachU Web site design at Penn State financial planning at University of Alabama interior design at the Art Institute
International medical transcription at the Health Professions Institute and many more. Plus, extensive resource lists
(organizations, books, and Web sites) complete each section. Full contact information, tuition rates, and course
descriptions make comparisons and contrasts a breeze.
Complete Guide to Foam Rolling is your answer to moving better, feeling better, and improving your performance. Foam
rolling before, during, or after a workout can get blood flowing, allowing muscles to work more efficiently, and initiate the
recovery process to reduce soreness. Backed by scientific research, Complete Guide to Foam Rolling provides step-bystep instructions for 27 of the most effective foam rolling techniques for muscle preparation and recovery. Reduce pain
and restore function with therapeutic movements that help rehabilitate your body and reduce the risk of injury. Learn to
breathe, relax, and roll through tight spots as part of your warm-up, flexibility work, and recovery. Then adapt any of the
ready-to-use protocols or create a customized program to address specific problem areas well as your overall muscle
and nervous system needs. You'll learn the difference between various types of rolling equipment and how to choose
which is right for your individual needs. Special tips throughout the text provide further advice to help you prevent injury to
muscles and joints. Invest in your training success by applying these proven self-massage techniques. Complete Guide
to Foam Rolling is your path to better overall performance.
NASM Essentials of Corrective Exercise Training introduces the health and fitness professional to NASM's proprietary
Corrective Exercise Continuum, a system of training that uses corrective exercise strategies to help improve muscle
imbalances and movement efficiency to decrease the risk of injury. This textbook includes several new chapters that
were not included in NASM's previous corrective exercise materials, including the rationale for corrective exercise
training, assessments of health risk, static postural assessments, range of motion assessments, and strength
assessments (manual muscle testing) as well as corrective exercise strategies for the cervical spine, elbow, and wrist.
There are more than 100 corrective exercise techniques in the categories of self-myofascial release, static stretching,
neuromuscular stretching, isolated strength training, positional isometrics, and integrated dynamic movements included
in the text. These, along with corrective exercise strategies for common movement impairments seen in each segment of
the body, make this text the premier resource for learning and applying NASM's systematic approach to corrective
exercise training.
ACSM’s Resources for the Personal Trainer provides a broad introduction to the field of personal training, covering both
basic science topics and practical application. It was originally designed to help people prepare for the ACSM Personal
Training Certification Exam. It continues to serve that function, but the market for it has expanded to practitioners in the
field looking for an additional resource, as well as in an academic setting where the book is a core text for personal
training programs.
Developed by the National Academy of Sports Medicine (NASM), this book is designed to help people prepare for the
NASM Certified Personal Trainer (CPT) Certification exam or learn the basic principles of personal training using NASM's
Optimum Performance Training (OPT) model. The OPT model presents NASM's protocols for building stabilization,
strength, and power. More than 600 full-color illustrations and photographs demonstrate concepts and techniques.
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Exercise color coding maps each exercise movement to a specific phase on the OPT model. Exercise boxes
demonstrate core exercises and detail the necessary preparation and movement. Other features include research notes,
memory joggers, safety tips, and review questions.
Here is the ultimate resource for maximizing your exercise and nutrition efforts. In this new edition of ACSM's Complete
Guide to Fitness & Health, you have an authoritative reference that allows you to apply research-based guidance to your
unique health and fitness needs. With a focus across the life span, this resource shows you how to pursue optimal health
and fitness now and throughout the years to come. The American College of Sports Medicine, the largest and most
respected sport science and medicine organization in the world, has created this book to bridge the gap between science
and the practice of making personal lifestyle choices that promote health. This new edition contains age-specific advice
within the framework of the latest research, thus helping you to avoid the lure of fads, unfounded myths, and
misinformation. You will learn these strategies: • Incorporate the latest guidelines for physical activity and nutrition into
your daily routine to improve your fitness and overall health. • Optimize your weight and increase strength, flexibility,
aerobic fitness, and functional fitness. • Improve health and manage conditions such as diabetes, cardiovascular
disease, cancer, depression, osteoporosis, arthritis, pregnancy, and Alzheimer’s disease through exercise and nutrition.
• Monitor, evaluate, and tailor your exercise program for optimal results. Featuring step-by-step instructions and full-color
photos for the most effective exercises, sample workouts, practical advice, age-specific physical activity and dietary
guidelines, and strategies for incorporating exercise and healthy nutrition choices into even the busiest of lifestyles,
ACSM’s Complete Guide to Fitness & Health is a resource that belongs in every fitness enthusiast’s library.
This text will guide readers through a simple four-item fitness test that assesses current level of fitness based on
cardiorespiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and healthy body composition.
A best-seller now features more than 600 full-color illustrations--adding 48 pages of new exercises and stretches for each
of the major muscle groups--to give readers an understanding of how muscles perform while training, in a resource that
combines the detail of top anatomy texts with the best of strength training advice. Original.
"Low carb” is still a popular trend among people who are trying to lose weight. Most of the low-carb diet books you read
focus on eliminating foods. Low Carb and Beyond talks about keeping the body in balance while you restrict your highglycemic carbohydrates. This approach gives you a better all-around method to health and weight loss and should be
part of every low-carb lifestyle. Just reducing your intake of carbohydrates and bulking up on protein will not assure
permanent weight loss or good health. Carbohydrates are a necessary part of any healthy diet, and this book will help
you choose which ones can support a healthy body.
Incorporating the latest mindfulness and acceptance-based therapy approaches to weight management and health, this
guide helps readers tailor nutrition, exercise, stress management, and emotion regulation to their own needs and
lifestyle. This is not a diet book or a step-by-step program, but rather a guide that helps readers discover what works for
them and to implement change strategies based on their own personal values and goals. Backed by research and based
on well-established behavior change principles, this book offers the latest information on increasing motivation,
overcoming binge eating, utilizing social support, meeting the challenges of changing, and considering bariatric surgery.
Helpful tips for using smartphone technology and web-based programs are featured throughout the book.
Your complete preparation guide for a successful career in personal training. Training authority Robert Wolff walks you
through the most important subject areas you need to pass certification, get started, and succeed as a personal trainer.
Become a Certified Personal Trainer will guide you through the entire certification process, providing sample questions
for each of the top exams and also offering much-needed advice about the business side of the job and beyond. Become
a Certified Personal Trainer shows you: An inside look into the top organizations and how they would train you. How to
approach assessments and protocols for working with specific body types. Psychology you need to know about clients
and ways to modify their behavior. Basics on nutrition, supplementation, and weight management. Physical preparation
in and out of the gym. The training and business mistakes others make and how to avoid them. Business lessons
including finding clients, making yourself stand out from the competition, and creating a mindset for success. Whether
becoming a trainer is your dream job or you're already in the field, Robert Wolff provides the tools you need to give you
and your clients the best chance at success. Robert Wolff, Ph.D., is a former editor of Muscle&Fitness and has worked
with the world's biggest bodybuilding and fitness stars, including fitness legends Arnold Schwarzenegger and Evander
Holyfield. Wolff is the author of numerous books including Bodybuilding 101; Robert Wolff's Book of Great Workouts;
Home Bodybuilding; The Knockout Workout with Mia St. John; and Dr. Robert Wolff's Great Body, Great Life Program.
He lives in New York City.
This books is "the most comprephensive and authoritative resource for you as a personal trainer, whether you are a
newcomer to the field or have a well-established business. The book is truly a complete resource - it's full of information
about working with clients and designing programs, and it's a practical guide to all aspects of the personal training
business. .... [It] will help you in all aspects of your profession: learn applicable information on fitness testing and
assessment ; identify your clients' goals and create fitness tests specifically for them ; learn how to develop
cardiovascular, strength and flexibility training programs ; properly train and help special populations ; understand the
business side of personal training, including marketing yourself as a trainer, getting and retaining clients, and learning
time management ; learn how to expand your business." - back cover.
Perfect for beginning and advanced fitness practitioners alike, this is an in-depth look into the most magnificent machine
ever created--the human body. Using detailed anatomical illustrations, New Anatomy for Strength and Fitness Training
provides you visual insight into what happens to this organic machine during exercise--muscles and tendons working in
concert to strengthen your body's building blocks. With a basic knowledge of how the body works, you can buff up your
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body with more than 75 selected exercises, grouped by body region and involving gym machines, free weights, and body
weight/stretching, as well as yoga and Pilates. Each exercise is vividly illustrated by a full-color anatomical illustration of
the targeted muscles, together with instructions on execution and technique.
Ben and Joe Weider are the legendary founders of the modern fitness movement. Their name is synonymous with
athletic excellence and their proven programs have created champion bodybuilders and sports professionals for more
than fifty years, making Weider Nutrition International the number-one sports nutrition company in the world. Now in "The
Edge," the Weiders share the training secrets of the pros that can help anyone interested in fitness achieve peak
performance. Here's why athletes and weekend warriors alike need "The Edge" *Cutting-edge research- The most
advanced scientific research on supplements and nutrition informs the book, offering readers a definitive guide to natural
performance-enhancing supplements as an alternative to steroids. *Specificity- Fitness goals, weight training, and
nutrition programs tailored to individual needs. *The Weider Triangle Method- This simple program combines weight
training, nutrition, and skill training. *Variable Weight Training- As the founders of the International Federation of
Bodybuilders, nobody knows more than the Weiders about weight training. All of the recommended exercises are
demonstrated in photographs by natural bodybuilding champions Mike O'Hearn and Gea Johnson. *Dynanutrition- A
revolutionary nutrition program based on the Weiders' 10 Commandments of Nutrition. "The Edge" is an effective
prescription for anyone who wants to be on top of their game—and look their best while they're playing it.
SPORT IN SOCIETY is the definitive text for the sport sociology course. Taking a global, issues-oriented approach to
study the role of sport in society, this text encourages the discussion of current sports-related controversies and helps
students develop critical thinking skills.
Strength Training Nutrition 101: Build Muscle & Burn Fat Easily...A Healthy Way Of Eating You Can Actually Maintain is a sensible,
manageable nutrition guide for men and women who lift weights. Marc McLean, an online PT and nutrition coach with over 20 years'
experience in weight training, shares his masterplan for maximising your gym efforts.
A personal trainer and former competitive body builder offers a weight loss and fitness program that mimics the diet and activity pattern of
humans' Paleolithic ancestors who hunted wild game and foraged for plants and berries. Original. 30,000 first printing.
ACSM’s Health/Fitness Facility Standards and Guidelines, Fourth Edition, presents the current standards and guidelines that help health and
fitness establishments provide high-quality service and program offerings in a safe environment. This text is based in large part on both the
work that has begun through the NSF international initiative to develop industry standards to serve as the foundation for a voluntary health
and fitness facility certification process and the third edition of ACSM’s Health/Fitness Facility Standards and Guidelines. The ACSM’s team
of experts in academic, medical, and health and fitness fields have put together an authoritative guide for facility operators and owners. By
detailing these standards and guidelines and providing supplemental materials, ACSM’s Health/Fitness Facility Standards andGuidelines
provides a blueprint for health and fitness facilities to use in elevating the standard of care they provide their members and users as well as
enhance their exercise experience. The fourth edition includes new standards and guidelines for pre-activity screening, orientation, education,
and supervision; risk management and emergency procedures; professional staff and independent contractors; facility design and
construction; facility equipment; operational practices; and signage. This edition includes these updates: •Standards and guidelines aligned
with the current version of the pending NSF international health and fitness facility standards •New guidelines addressing individuals with
special needs •New standards and guidelines regarding automated external defibrillators (AEDs) for both staffed and unstaffed facilities
•Revised standards and guidelines to reflect changing directions and business models within the industry, including 24/7 fitness facilities,
medically integrated facilities, and demographic-specific facilities •New standards and guidelines to better equip facilities that are dealing with
youth to ensure the proper care of this segment of the clientele With improved organization, new visual features, and additional appendixes,
the fourth edition offers a comprehensive and easy-to-use reference of health and fitness facility standards and guidelines. Readers can
readily apply the information and save time and expense using over 30 templates found within the appendixes, including questionnaires,
informed consent forms, and evaluation forms. Appendixes also contain more than 30 supplements, such as sample preventive maintenance
schedules, checklists, and court and facility dimensions. Included in appendix A is Blueprint for Excellence, which allows readers to search
efficiently for specific information regarding the standards and guidelines within the book. Health and fitness facilities provide opportunities for
individuals to become and remain physically active. As the use of exercise for health care prevention and prescription continues to gain
momentum, health and fitness facilities and clubs will emerge as an integral part of the health care system. The fourth edition of ACSM’s
Health/Fitness Facility Standardsand Guidelines will assist health and fitness facility managers, owners, and staff in keeping to a standard of
operation, client care, and service that will assist members and users in caring for their health through safe and appropriate exercise
experiences.
Technology continues to make great strides in society by providing opportunities for advancement, inclusion, and global competency. As new
systems and tools arise, novel applications are created as well. Smart Technology Applications in Business Environments is an essential
reference source for the latest scholarly research on the risks and opportunities of utilizing the latest technologies in different aspects of
society such as education, healthcare systems, and corporations. Featuring extensive coverage on a broad range of topics and perspectives
including virtual reality, robotics, and social media, this publication is ideally designed for academicians, researchers, students, and
practitioners seeking current research on the improvement and increased productivity from the implementation of smart technologies.
This book offers a brief, comprehensible examination of sports drinks: Are they all they claim to be? Do you really need high-sugar, highcalorie energy drinks? Are all the ingredients in sports drinks good for you?
[This book] recognizes the existence of "good, better, best" in the world of fitness instruction, and wants to insure that everyone is on the
same page when it comes to the science behind fitness. By providing this study guide for all to read and enjoy, it is [hoped] that the elements
of fitness, and the "better" and "best" methods of achieving them, become well known by all.-ISSA mission statement.

"If you're really into the great sport of bodybuilding, getting massively huge and 'shredded' is great. If you're an athlete from any
other sport, getting as big as you need to be in order to improve your total sports performance capabilitities is the name of the
game. Dr. Hatfield has given you the ultimate bible of bodybuilding greatness." -- Tom Platz Two-time Mr. Universe Dr. Fred
Hatfield, bodybuilding guru and bestselling author, brings together the latest advances in bodybuilding science in this
comprehensive guide to achieving optimum gains in muscle mass and power through personalized nutrition and training programs.
Based on the premise that strength is the foundation upon which you can build the ultimate physique, Hatfield presents an
innovative training system, using his state-of-the-art "ABC workouts" (muscle-specific, targeted-set, and holistic-set workouts). Add
the most up-to-date information available on nutrition and exercise technique to this highly personalized training system and you
have a breakthrough program that guarantees explosive growth and strength--achieved naturally, without the use of drugs. Loaded
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with photos, training logs and charts, psychological strategies for staying motivated, tips on contest preparation, and solutions to
common problems bodybuilders face, Hardcore Bodybuilding also presents methods for determining body-fat percentage and
metabolic rate and reveals the truth behind many bodybuilding myths--making it a must for anyone interested in serious weight
training. Frederick C. Hatfield, PhD, has written more than 50 books and hundreds of articles on sports training, fitness,
bodybuilding, and nutrition, including Bodybuilding: A Scientific Approach, Power: A Scientific Approach, and Ultimate Sports
Nutrition: A Scientific Approach to Peak Athletic Performance.
NASM Study Guide: NASM Personal Training Book & Exam Prep for the National Academy of Sports Medicine CPT Test
Developed for test takers trying to achieve a passing score on the NASM-CPT Exam, this comprehensive study guide includes:
-Quick Overview -Test-Taking Strategies -Introduction -Basic and Applied Sciences and Nutritional Concepts -Assessment
-Program Design -Exercise Technique and Training Instruction -Client Relations and Behavioral Coaching -Professional
Development and Responsibility -Practice Questions -Detailed Answer Explanations Each section of the test has a comprehensive
review that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely to appear on the NASM-CPT Exam. The practice test questions are
each followed by detailed answer explanations. If you miss a question, it's important that you are able to understand the nature of
your mistake and how to avoid making it again in the future. The answer explanations will help you to learn from your mistakes and
overcome them. Understanding the latest test-taking strategies is essential to preparing you for what you will expect on the exam.
A test taker has to not only understand the material that is being covered on the test, but also must be familiar with the strategies
that are necessary to properly utilize the time provided and get through the test without making any avoidable errors. Anyone
planning to take the NASM-CPT Exam should take advantage of the review material, practice test questions, and test-taking
strategies contained in this study guide.
This book has helped thousands of women build their best bodies ever. Will YOU be next? If you want to be muscular, lean, and
strong as quickly as possible without crash dieting, good genetics, or wasting ridiculous amounts of time in the gym . . . you want
to read this book Here’s the deal: Building lean muscle and burning fat isn't as complicated as the fitness industry wants you to
believe. This book is the shortcut. You don't need to: Spend hundreds of dollars per month on the worthless supplements,
“detoxes,” or “skinny teas.” Most pills and powders do absolutely nothing. You don't need to: Constantly change up your workout
routine to get lean, defined muscles. It’s much simpler than that. You don't need to: Waste a couple of hours in the gym every day
grinding through grueling workouts. In fact, this is a great way to get nowhere. You don't need to: Slog away at boring cardio to
shed ugly belly, hip, and thigh fat. In fact, you probably don't have to do any cardio to get the body you really want. You don't need
to: Obsess over "clean eating" and avoiding "unhealthy" foods to get fit. Instead, you can get the body you want eating the foods
you love. Those are just a few of the harmful lies and myths that keep gals from ever achieving the lean, toned, sexy, and healthy
bodies they truly desire. And in this book you re going to learn something most guys will never know . . . The exact formula of
exercise and eating that makes losing 10 to 15 pounds of fat while building lean, sexy muscle a breeze . . . and it only takes 8 to
12 weeks. Here are just a few of the things you're going to discover in this book: The 10 biggest fat loss and muscle-building myths
and mistakes that keep women overweight, weak, and frustrated. The 3 scientific laws of lean muscle growth and fat loss that
literally force your body to get fitter, leaner, and stronger. You’ll be shocked at how easy it really is to build lean muscle and lose
fat once you know what you’re doing. How to create flexible diet plans that help you transform your body composition eating the
foods you love—without ever feeling starved, deprived, or like you’re “on a diet.” A paint-by-numbers training system that will help
you add lean muscle to all the right places and get sexy, athletic curves . . . spending no more than three to six hours in the gym
every week . . . doing challenging, fun workouts you enjoy. A no-BS guide to supplements that will show you what works and what
doesn’t, saving you hundreds if not THOUSANDS of dollars each year. And a whole lot more! Imagine . . . just 12 weeks from now
. . . being constantly complimented on how great you look and asked how the heck you're doing it . . . Imagine enjoying the added
benefits of high energy levels, no aches and pains, better spirits, and knowing that you're getting healthier every day . . . The
bottom line is you CAN get that “Hollywood babe” body without following boring, bland “bodybuilder” diets or living in the gym.
This book shows you how. SPECIAL BONUSES FOR READERS With this fitness book, you'll also get a FREE 56-page reference
guide with all of the book’s key takeaways, a year’s worth of Bigger Leaner Stronger workouts, 10 premade meal plans for cutting
and lean bulking, and more! So, scroll up, click the "Buy" button now, and begin your journey to a bigger, leaner, and stronger you!
1) Qui sono presentati i miei articoli prima che fossero “semplificati” dalle riviste in cui sono apparsi (questo non è mai successo
con i siti web con cui ho lavorato ma era comune in Muscle & Fitness e in Muscle Media 2000). 2) La maggior parte degli articoli
comincia con una mia breve introduzione che spiega le mie idee attuali sull’argomento, contiene dei riscontri interessanti che ho
ricevuto a proposito dell’articolo e delle informazioni “riservate” allora non pubblicate. 3) Molti degli esercizi descritti sono illustrati
con delle fotografie (solitamente l’articolo originale non conteneva fotografie, specialmente se era destinato alla pubblicazione sul
web). 4) Physically Incorrect presenta anche un’ampia sezione di Domande e Risposte su moltissimi argomenti. 5) Physically
Incorrect contiene un indice, un glossario esauriente dell’attività fisica, un glossario dei termini e un indice per accedere
facilmente alle informazioni.
The author, a fitness and training expert, explores topics such as skills training, strength development, flexibility, speed training,
tournament strategy, motivation, nutrition and more! This book will help you to put together a training regime in order to reach your
full potential.
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